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Unfortunately, the Retail Apocalypse is Real
Thriller movies about an apocalypse usually have a common theme. An unexpected force decimates the population,
but a few innovative survivors find a way to escape impending disaster and bring the hope of rebirth.
The brick and mortar retail industry is grappling with its own end of world days. In 2018, more than 5800 stores
announced they were closing.1 Today, the outlook for retailers is even worse, as Fred’s, Charlotte Russe, Family Dollar,
Chico’s, and Payless join 12,000 stores that are expected to close at least some, if not all, of their locations by the
end of 2019.2
Retailers that have been a mainstay for generations are just as susceptible to failure. Toys R Us filed for bankruptcy
and closed all of its locations.3 Gap is shuttering 230 of its 725 stores.4 Sears emerged from bankruptcy, but with only
425 of its 1700 retail locations still open.5 And as these larger stores close, the decreased foot traffic creates a domino
effect, causing smaller retailers to close as well.6
But, beyond the picture of doom and gloom, there is still hope. Even during the retail apocalypse, there are still retail
companies that continue to thrive in the new retail market. And we’re all wondering: how are they surviving? What are
they doing right that others are failing to grasp?
The short answer is: booming retail companies understand the value of their employees, and turn their cultures
upside down to ensure engagement is ripe throughout their organization.
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The Evolution of
Retail Strategy
Customer service has long been the mainstay strategy for
building customer loyalty and creating business for retail
companies. Only recently have some companies realized
its employees are a direct line to customers. Still, many
still fail to grasp that investing in the employee experience
is a critical piece of the customer satisfaction puzzle.
Customer expectations have evolved; not only do
they expect high-quality service, but consumers seek
alignment between their values and those of the
companies they support. Studies show it’s the same
with employees; they want to work for companies they
believe in. Despite this, 60% of retail employees don’t
understand how their roles align with company values.7 If
employees don’t understand what values their employer
stand for, customers are also left in the dark.

“

What is the Service
Profit Chain?
This is a theory proposed by researchers
at Harvard in the 1990s, which proved
that customer loyalty was garnered by
interactions with engaged employees
– above all else. Even pricing or product
innovation came in second. The goal was
to study how to increase profit by going
backward, looking at the variables that are
contributing factors.
Today, 80% of organizations plan to
compete mainly based on customer
experience.9 And who is responsible for
interacting and working with customers
directly every day? Employees. In other
words, delivering exceptional customer
satisfaction requires investing in the
experience of all employees.

To win in the marketplace, you
must first win in the workplace.8
– Douglas R. Conant,
Former President & CEO, Campbell Soup Company
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Why Does Employee Engagement Matter?
Employees are a direct line to customers. Having an engaged and passionate team committed to corporate values
has an enormous butterfly effect – one that not only affects CSAT and employee engagement scores, but one that
bolsters the business’s bottom line.
Let’s look at the numbers:
•	Companies with highly engaged employees outperform competitors by 147%.10
•	Leaders in customer experience have 79% more engaged employees that competitors.11
•	Retail stores with high employee engagement have 5% higher CSAT scores than others.12
•	Employees that are disengaged have 37% higher absenteeism and make 60% more mistakes.13
One study even found that for every one point increase in employee engagement, customer satisfaction also
increased by .41 points.14
Meanwhile, over 1/3 of retail employees are disengaged15 – that means productivity, efficiency, and accuracy are
likely taking a significant hit. Poor customer service is costing businesses $75 billion.16
Diagnosing what is causing this employee disengagement is the first step in identifying best steps toward boosting
employee and customer loyalty. So let’s cover the basics.
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Top 5 Workforce Challenges in Retail
Retail companies face some very critical challenges
that are unique to its industry.

1. A Young Employee Base
According to the National Retail Foundation, nearly 32%
of Americans had their first job in retail, and the average
age of retail employees is 16.17 According to the Bureau
of Labor and Statistics, clothing store employees have a
median age of 30.9, and shoe store employees have a
median age of 23.18
It takes significant intention by the retailer and manager
to provide the training and opportunity to ensure
employees – especially with little to no prior work
experience – feel prepared to do their job well and act
as a vital part of the company. Ignoring this investment in
employees can be costly, potentially leading to employee
disengagement and lowered CSAT scores. Recruiting
and training employees with varying levels of experience,
workplace expectations, and priorities is a challenge.

2. High Turnover
While the average turnover rate in all industries in the
U.S. is 15%, in retail, average turnover is 60%. For parttime retail employees, it’s 67%.20
According to Axonify, 22% of retail employees quit within
the first 45 days of employment.21 With continuous
personnel change comes the need to constantly invest
in recruiting and training new employees. When retail
employees leave, many of them aren’t going to another
store. Many seek new careers, with only 35% of job
changers remaining in the industry.22 So how can
retailers boost retention in their oranizations?

3. Part-Time Workers
Twenty-nine percent of the retail employees work
part-time.23 This means retailers need to pay particular
attention to ensuring employees that only devote part of
their time to working for the company not only uphold
company values, but believe in them enough to pass
them on to customers in real-time. Companies of all
industries struggle to instill company values into their
full-time employees. For companies employing part-time
employees, that challenge becomes exacerbated.
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4. A Disconnected Workforce
OFFLINE EMPLOYEES

The truth is, many front-line retail employees don’t have
business email addresses. So how do employers establish
consistent, reliable points of communication? Industries
like healthcare, retail, and manufacturing all deal with
the unique challenge of uniting their workers under one
culture and specific brand values. The challenge is: how?
GLOBAL REACH

Global retailers have the additional challenge of tailoring
the employee experience to specific cultural regions.
Internal communication techniques need to be tailored
to employees of every region, and still reinforce the same
corporate values across the board.

For an industry with so many offline, part-time, remote
employees, that’s not easy. How can retailers reach
their employees to offer updates on compliance and
company news and share executive leadership’s vision?

5. Brand Loyalty
Ensuring salaried employees remain on-brand while
going about their daily work tasks is difficult enough; with
employees that only work part-time, it’s a huge challenge.
How do you actively engage an employee who plans
to leave at the end of the season?
With a work environment that may change daily, it can
be difficult to make sure employees get a consistent
branding message or the training needed to excel in
customer service. This integration of employees needs
to happen quickly. When companies do not make an
effort to help employees fit in quickly, it is easier for
them to leave.

Survival of the Fittest:
Learning to Put Your People First
Many of today’s leading retailers and global brands are not only known for their high-quality products; they are known
for their customer service and unique brand stories, all which hinge on its employees.
Retailers must first see the value of having employees who want to be ambassadors for the store and its brands;
who want to connect with customers and who are motivated to provide an excellent experience. In today’s digital
world, delivering on positive employee and customer experience is paramount to establishing brand loyalty. With
new consumer and retail businesses continually on the rise, surviving the retail apocalypse greatly hinges on
the decision to invest in employees; to offer the benefits, recognition, professional development, and positive
experience that keep employees passionate about the company they work for. Then they can spread that positive
experience directly to customers.
So what are fast-growing retailers doing right that allow them to thrive during the apocalypse? Let’s explore that next.

“

Always treat your employees exactly as you
want them to treat your best customers.24
– S tephen R. Covey, author of the international bestseller:
“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.”
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5 Ways to Win Your Retail Employees (& Customers)
Let’s dive into specific tactics successful retailers are
using to outshine their competitors.

1. Continuous Employee Training
Almost a third of retail employees (32%) don’t receive
any formal training, and of those that do, only 35% find it
very useful.25 Compare that with the 68% of employees
in manufacturing and logistics who found their training
very useful; it’s worth retailers reviewing their training
programs.26
With the rise of online shopping, the quality of customer
service must improve, not be left on the sideline. When
customers speak with employees, they expect the
highest level of expertise, kindness, helpfulness, and
problem-solving skills. It’s a fact that when assisted
by a knowledgeable associate, 49% of customers
are extremely likely to make a purchase.27 Long-time
retail companies must understand the importance of
employee training and development when it comes to
winning in today’s competitive digital landscape.
Here are some places to start:
INVEST IN UP-TO-DATE TECHNOLOGY

“

If the person who works at your
company is 100% proud of the job
they’re doing, if you give them the
tools to do a good job, they’re proud
of the brand, if they were looked after,
if they’re treated well, then they’re
gonna be smiling, they’re gonna be
happy and therefore the customer
will have a nice experience.28
– Richard Branson, Serial Entrepreneur

Microlearning enables employees to get specific
training when required, which helps create 50% more
engagement.29 Removing needless friction from outdated
technology reduces stress and allows employees to
focus on the customer. Employees can stay up-to-date
on company promotions and communications through
digital platforms.

This allows staff to do their jobs efficiently and
productively. A retail employee assisting customers
can have product information instantly available.

“

Each 1-star improvement in an employer’s Glassdoor company rating out of 5 is associated
with a statistically significant 1.3-point increase in customer satisfaction out of 100. The effect
is more than twice as large (each 1-star improvement in employee satisfaction predicts a 3.2point increase in customer satisfaction) for companies in “high customer contact” sectors where
customers routinely interact with employees: Retail, food services, tourism, financial services, and
health care.
– Glassdoor Customer Satisfaction Report 2019 30
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PERSONALIZE TRAINING

A seasoned employee requires different types of
training compared to a new hire. Since front-line
managers are central to personalized training, retailers
are equipping managers with tools that enable regular
feedback, recognition, and internal communication
among a diverse set of employees. On-demand training
opportunities that are easily accessible via mobile allow
companies to engage with off-line employees and offer
training in digestible, bite-sized bits.
LEVERAGE MANAGERS IN EMPLOYEE TRAINING

Beyond offering instructions on performing job duties,
managers should reinforce company values and help
employees understand how the tasks contribute to the
company’s goals. Increases in workforce education is
known to raise productivity by 8.6%.31

2. Train Your Managers
Let’s be honest: we’re not all born with managerial skills.
As it becomes clearer that employees don’t just quit their
jobs – they often “quit” their bosses – the importance
of training managers cannot be ignored.
Two ways to grow effective managers using technology:
• Continuous feedback channels: Managers should
make it a practice to have ongoing communication
with each employee on a variety of topics: individual
job performance, upcoming events and initiatives,
company news, and recognition.
• Recognizing desired behavior: Recognition is an
important area that is often overlooked. However,
recognition should be frequent and multi-directional.
It does not have to be monetary, but it should be

a practice that is encouraged and demonstrated
throughout the company, starting at the senior
leadership level.
Managers are critical in engaging employees. Retailers
must make this a focus on managers’ responsibilities and
give the managers the training, support, and flexibility
to take action. Having an easy, remote way to offer
managers the training and guidance to manage their
teams is becoming more critical for companies spread
across the world. That’s where technology fits in.

3. Use Innovative Internal
Communication Technologies
Today’s most successful retailers have proven themselves
as innovators, constantly adopting new technologies
which they leverage to deliver high-quality service to
customers and to empower employees to do their jobs
well. It’s easy to be left behind when new digital tools
are constantly hitting the market, but when competing
against retail giants like Amazon and Walmart, catering
to consumer – and employee – adoption of the latest
technology is vital.
Here are a couple other reasons to allocate resources to
updating your internal communications tech.
REACH OFFLINE EMPLOYEES

A large portion of retail employees are offline, which
means a significant portion of your employees can’t
be reached via a business email. Still, every day, they
are representing your company’s brand to customers.
Research the best ways to communicate with your team
about company values, goals, and compliance information
so they get the information quickly and reliably.
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REINFORCE COMPANY VALUES DAILY

Reinforcing corporate values isn’t a quarterly or annual
task. It must take place regularly. It’s a fact that what gets
recognized, gets repeated. The most effective way of
encouraging employees to uphold company values is
through recognizing them for it.
There are several digital tools out there that enable
employee recognition and feedback surveys. Look for
ones that promote high-frequency recognition and
feedback because they lead to higher engagement,
productivity, and greater alignment among employee on
business values.

4. Formalize Employee Recognition
Employees want to be proactive about their experiences
at work, not just be told what to do. They want constant
feedback; they want to understand what they’re doing
right and wrong. Articulate how they can improve
their personal expertise and how they can impact the
company’s bottom line. This–all of this–can be done
using a first-rate employee recognition platform.
SHOW EMPLOYEES THEY ARE VALUED

When done correctly, employee recognition drives
employee engagement, productivity, and business
growth. But 88% of American workers in middle

management don’t feel recognized by their colleagues,
and just 87% feel noticed by their supervisors.32 In retail,
where employees are on their feet all day, may get paid
the minimum wage, and are expected to maintain a
positive attitude throughout the shift, feeling unnoticed
can be even more disheartening.
When employees aren’t engaged and don’t feel
appreciated at work, it’s highly unlikely they care about–
let alone live by–company values, treat customers well,
or represent the brand. According to the U.S. Bureau
of Statistics, the rate of turnover in the retail industry
is consistently rising,33 and studies continue to prove
that strong recognition culture is a central strategy for
increasing retention.
BOOST EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

More than 80% of Americans say they don’t feel
recognized or rewarded at work.34 That means there’s a
huge opportunity for improving employee engagement
and performance that’s being left on the table.
Recognition, specifically social recognition (public
acknowledgment of each other’s achievements) does
more than commend an individual. It builds a culture,
connecting employees at every level. Social recognition
is so powerful, 44% employees say they would leave
their job without it.35 Conversely, receiving social
recognition would cause 69% of employees to stay.36

Social recognition is:

4X

More likely to
improve stock prices.

2X

More likely to improve
individual performance.
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Our research found that 72%
of employees say attention
given to high performers has a
significant impact on employee
engagement. According to
Cornell University, 41% of
the variation in engagement
depends on the quality of
employee recognition.38
9

loyalty and 75% of employees saying they’re more
likely to stay with a company because of benefits.43

Why Employee
Recognition Matters
• 7
 2% of employees ranked recognition
as having the most significant impact on
engagement.39
• E
 mployees whose managers
consistently acknowledge them for
their good work are five times more
likely to stay with the company.40
• O
 rganizations with recognition
programs had 31% less voluntary
turnover than organizations without
programs.41
• C
 ompanies that spend 1% or more of
payroll on recognition notice a positive
impact on engagement 85% of the
time.42

5. Invest in Employee Benefits
Benefits have a significant impact on employees’
perception of their employer, with 59% of employees
saying that having health and wellness benefits increases

Because of the diversity of retail employees, it is essential
to personalize your offerings to meet their needs. A
new college graduate, for example, may look for tuition
reimbursement benefits or basic healthcare, while a
Gen Y or Baby Boomer employee may be interested in
retirement savings. Offering benefits to seasonal or parttime employees can also provide dividends, influencing
them to return on a full-time basis.

6. Build a Unique Brand Identity
Company values are essential for millennials and younger
generations – for both employees and customers.
Showcasing a strong employer brand helps
employees feel they are a part of a more significant
movement and goal. Retailers must determine (or
acknowledge) what matters to them beyond product
sales and communicate how that vision ties into a bigger
picture. Employee and customers are attracted to likeminded brands that differentiate themselves from similar
products and retailers. Just as customers look to align
with a retailer’s position, employees who feel aligned
with the company’s mission and values will be more
likely to stay.
These retailers put their values on display through
the stories they tell, internally and externally. When
employees align with company values, engagement,
productivity, and retention improve. This alignment
in turn, allows employees to deliver a consistent and
positive experience to customers. Now, more than
ever, companies must be transparent about who they
are, what they offer, and create an authentic relationship
with employees and customers.
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Where To Go From Here?
Changes in the workforce are inevitable. And for
organizations across the board, those changes are
only going to become more dynamic.
While the prospect of constant change can be
daunting, there is good news. These are exciting times—
opportunities for forward-thinking organizations to
advance their culture and gain competitive advantage.
The evidence repeatedly shows that an engaged
workforce is vital to overcoming these obstacles.
They stay with their organizations longer, perform better,
lead to improved CSAT scores, and higher levels of
safety and compliance.

The Founder of Virgin Group, Richard Branson, agrees.
Although his companies are known for exemplary
customer service, customers don’t come first. Instead,
he says, the focus is on employees first, customers
second and shareholders third.44
Investing in strong company culture empowers
employees to be resilient in a fast-changing retail
environment. Soliciting feedback from employees (and
acting on it), supporting career development, investing
in up-to-date technology, and recognizing employees
frequently are proven ways to get there.
Soon, the benefits of that engagement will be felt
throughout your organization, and the apocalypse will be
nothing more than a bad dream.
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Achievers Employee Success Platform delivers proven tools for organizations to empower every employee as an owner
of organizational culture and engagement. Built on over a decade of engagement science leadership, hundreds of global
customers rely on Achievers’ dynamic employee recognition, coaching, and continuous listening tools for their people to
feel valued and heard, to align on strategic values and goals, and ignite a positive organizational culture.

www.achievers.com
1.844.418.5972
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